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a b s t r a c t 

Fiber-based optical tweezers have attracted increasing attention as a more flexible tool over conventional lens- 

based optical tweezers for particle manipulation. Stable trapping can be realized by single fiber gradient force, 

or dual fiber counter-propagating scattering forces. Both trapping modes and systems are often separately built 

and researched. In this paper, we demonstrate a combined single/dual fiber optical trapping (SD-FOT) system 

which allows dual trapping modes (i.e., single fiber gradient mode and dual fiber scattering mode) to be realized 

simultaneously in a single setup. Two tapered single fibers were used, with each fiber first captures a single 

microsphere near its tip by focus-induced gradient force; The two fibers (with trapped particles) were then aligned 

and adjusted to allow additional particles to be trapped and manipulated in the middle by the dual-fiber scattering 

trapping scheme. At least three particles will be trapped and manipulated by the combined trapping system, and 

each of particle can be used for in-situ experimental activity and analysis. Meanwhile, theoretical modeling of the 

optical force was established to quantify both trapping processes, and the process of the particle movement in 

the experiment is in accordance with the simulated force field. The developed system offers new possibilities in 

comparative research of single and dual fiber trapped objects and will find important applications in microsphere- 

based super-resolution imaging and others. 
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. Introduction 

Optical tweezers trapping system, firstly proposed and implemented
y Ashkin [1] , is a device that is capable of immobilizing and manip-
lating micro-objects in three dimensions using optical forces [2] in
 precise and low-damage manner. It has been widely used in many
elds, including force sensors [3] , spectroscopy [4] , optical assembly
5] , especially for contributing the revolutionary advance in biological
esearch with the advantages of single-particle and molecule trapping
6] . In 1970, Ashkin first proposed a model of radiation pressure trap-
ing based on the scattering force to balance two back-propagating laser
eams [7] . Later, Ashkin developed a gradient optical trap, a single-
eam optical tweezer, which requires a single highly focused laser beam
2] . The microobject can be trapped at the position near the focus of a
ighly focused single beam where provides a balance of scattering and
radient forces. 

The optical fiber trapping has attracted increasing attention as a
ore flexible tool for particle manipulation. Fiber-based optical tweez-

rs do not require the substrate or an objective with a high numerical
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perture (NA), and several fiber optical tweezers configurations have
een developed for capture and movement of the dielectric and fluores-
ent particles [8] , manipulation and separation of biological cells [9] ,
nd organization and alignment of bacteria [10] . However, the rela-
ively short operating distance of the single-beam optical trapping sys-
em limits its operation mode and further integration with other charac-
erization equipment. A dual-fiber trapping system could deliver a long
istance of particle capture for flexible operation pairing with an objec-
ive with a large field of view [11] , which leads to a wide range of appli-
ations, e.g. cell rotation based on two shear fibers [12] , fiber tips based
n thermal fusion stretching [13] or chemical etching [14] , or tapered
ens fiber tips for cell or particle manipulation [15] . In 1993, Constable
t al. built one of the first fiber optic optical tweezers systems using two
ounter-propagating collimated single-mode fibers, which successfully
aptured 0.1–10 μm PS beads and active yeast cells. However, multiple
apture points could be presented on the axes of the flat-ended fiber op-
ical tweezers to cause low capture efficiency and operability [16] . In
004, Masahiro Ikeda et al. achieved selective manipulation of symmet-
ic plastic micro-objects using optical fiber trapping. The counterclock-
ise and clockwise positioning in their experiment was accomplished by

he laser beams transmitted by three conical fibers with hemispherical-
icrosphere tips [21] . This fiber optic capture technology was widely
sed in biotechnology microfabrication and space technology [17] . In
ovember 2022 
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013, Decombe, J. B. et al. used tapered dual-fiber optical tweezers to
apture one or more particles. Besides the observation by the micro-
cope, the back signal reflected by the fibers tips gives valuable infor-
ation about the trapping events [18] . In 2019, Asa Asadollahbaik et al.
he use of a converging beam instead of diverging beam in dual-fiber
raps creates a strong trapping efficiency in both the axial and the trans-
erse directions. The large focal length provided by these diffractive
tructures allows working at a large fiber-to-fiber distance, which leads
o larger space and the freedom to combine other spectroscopy and ana-
ytical methods in combination with trapping [19] . From the established
iteratures, it is known that the particle capture could be influenced by
he divergence of the coaxially beams from a dual-fiber trapping setup,
hereby affecting the observation of the captured objects. 

In this paper, two single fiber trapping systems were first built, which
ere used to trap particle near its tip by gradient force (mode (1). These

wo sub-systems were then integrated as one dual-fiber optical trap-
ing system and used to trap additional particles between the oppo-
ition fibers (mode 2). At least three particles are trapped in developed
ual-mode trapping systems. By adjusting the power of the laser trans-
itted in the single-mode fibers, the captured middle particle can move

n linear motion between two pre-captured particles. Compared to the
omplex and expensive optical tweezer devices of conventional devices,
his low-cost optical trapping device can provide stable trapping in the
orking range and presents outstanding performances for realizing ar-
itrary hovering of the captured objects in solution. The developed sys-
em offers new possibilities in comparative research of single and dual
ber trapped objects. Meanwhile, it offers a new platform for our future
esearch in microsphere-assisted super-resolution imaging. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Fiber preparation and experimental principles 

Fig. 1 (a) shows the schematic of the experimental setup for the pro-
osed combined Single/Dual-Fiber Optical Trapping system (SD-FOT). A
iode continuous wave (CW) laser with the maximum power of 25 mW
t the wavelength of 980 nm (YA605, nbyebo) is used as the light source.
he laser beam is split at the ratio of 70/30 and then guided into two
ingle-mode fibers. One of the fibers is connected to an attenuator for ad-
2 
ustment of the trapping force and the consequent particle movements.
he tips of two optical fibers should be collimated. This process and the
istance between them are precisely controlled by two individual 3D
ositioning stage with a step width of 50 nm. A top-view CCD camera is
sed to monitor the non-contact capture of the target particles through
 40x objective . 

The tapered optical fiber probe is manufactured by flame heat-
ng technology [8] , and the fiber tip after thermal drawing can easily
apture a microsphere. (Interface type: FC/PC, core diameter: 9 μm,
ladding diameter: 125 μm). In the first step, the buffer layer and poly-
er interlayer of the fiber are stripped using a fiber stripper to obtain a

are fiber with a diameter of 125 μm and a length of 3 cm. To improve
he stability of the fibers, stainless steel capillaries are used for wrap-
ing. The second step is to heat and draw the fiber to realize a tapered
ip by an alcohol lamp. The initial drawing speed is about 5 mm ∕s to
educe the diameter from 125 to 10 μm for the top part with the length
f 1 cm, then the drawing speed increases to about 20 mm/s to form the
apered fiber tip by the surface tension of the melted glass, as shown in
ig. 1 (b). In the third step, a 3 μm diameter PS sphere is captured by
he tapered fiber tip setup in solution, as shown in Fig. 1 (c,d). We refer
his as mode 1 trapping in the SD-FOT system, which is caused by the
radient force due to strong focus by the fiber tip. The second trapping
ode, the dual-fiber scattering trapping is realized by aligning the two
ode 1 fibers along the same optical axis, as shown in Fig. 1 (d) Mode
. In this case, the stable axial trapping is achieved by the balance of
ounter-propagating scattering forces. 

.2. Theoretical methods and calculations 

The property of manipulating particles in optical traps is the com-
ined effect of transverse and axial gradient forces playing different
oles in particle manipulation [20] . In the lateral direction, the move-
ent of the particle is caused by the gradient forces during the capture.
 divergent beam with a larger capture volume can reduce the gradient

orces in the lateral direction, which reduces the capture stiffness via
elivery of a greater transverse moving distance for the manipulated
articles [21] . Nevertheless, we used a convergent beam with the var-
ous intensity distributions instead of a normal divergent beam to cap-
Fig. 1. (a)The experimental schematic dia- 

gram of the SD-FOT, the red arrow indicates the 

direction of the input laser beam. Stretch of op- 

tical fiber and capture of microspheres (b) Im- 

age of the fiber probe manufactured by heating 

and drawing with a parabola-like profile fiber 

tip. (c) Trapping of 3 μm PS spheres by single 

fiber gradient force. (d) Schematic diagram of 

dual trapping modes; Mode1: single fiber gradi- 

ent trapping; Mode 2: dual fiber scattering trap- 

ping. 
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ure the particles in this study. The experiments demonstrated a more
table control of the particle motion than that with a diverging beam.
he unbalanced axial forces led by laser power adjustment can push the
articles out of the focal position; meanwhile, a strong capture effect
ccurs in the lateral direction due to the gradient force. Therefore, the
verlap of two capture spots in the dual-fiber setup can boost the capture
apability in the axial direction by balancing the output of two fibers. 

The optical trapping force induced by a single laser beam is depend-
ng on the wavelength of the incident light, refractive index of the sur-
ounding medium, and the size and refractive index of the trapped ob-
ects. For the particle whose size is much larger than the laser wave-
ength, the optical gradient force can be calculated by a geometric op-
ical model through an analysis of the relationship between refractive
ndex and conservation of momentum. For a particle with a size that is
uch smaller than the laser wavelength the particles are treated as point
ipoles in an inhomogeneous electromagnetic field, and the gradient
orce can be calculated according to the Rayleigh scattering mechanism
 22 , 23 ]. In addition, when the particle size is in the range of 0.1–10 λ,
he light field and trapping force of the optical fiber probe should be
alculated by solving Maxwell’s equations. The radiation pressure force
s given by [13] : 

 + 

⃖⃖⃖⃗𝜕g 
𝜕t 

= −∇ ⋅ T⃗ (1)

After integration on both ends, it is expressed as: 

v 
fdV + 

d 
dt 

∫
v 
g⃗ dV = − ∫

v 
∇ ⋅ T⃗ dV = − ∮

S 

dS ⋅ T⃗ (2)

Here, ⃗g is the density of the electromagnetic field in a vacuum, and
⃗
 is the Maxwell stress tensor which can be expressed as: 

 ik = 

ε 0 ε 1 
|||E⃗ |||2 + μμ0 

|||H⃗ 

|||2 
2 

δik − ε 0 ε 1 E i E k − μμ0 H i H k (3)

Here, ⃗E 𝑎𝑛𝑑 H⃗ are the vectors of electromagnetic fields in free space;
nder the label, k represents x, y or z dimensions; ε 0 , and ε 1 respectively
epresent the dielectric constant of the vacuum and the medium;
, μ0 are magnetic permeability in media and vacuum, respectively. For
M mode beam propagating along z-axis with non-zero electromagnetic
eld components ( H y , E x , E z ), the, the radiation pressure of a particle
n the x and z axes can be calculated as: 

 z = 

1 
2 ∮

s 

[ 
− 

1 
2 

( 

μμ0 
|||H y 

|||2 + ε 0 ε 1 ||E x ||2 − ε 0 ε 1 ||E z ||2 
) 

dx + ε 0 ε 1 𝑅𝑒 
(
E x E ∗ z 

)
dz 
] 

(4) 

F x = 

1 
2 ∮

s 

[ 
− 

1 
2 

( 

μμ0 
|||H y 

|||2 + ε 0 ε 1 ||E z ||2 − ε 0 ε 1 ||E x ||2 
) 

dz + ε 0 ε 1 𝑅𝑒 
(
E 𝑧 E ∗ 𝑥 

)
dx 
]

(5) 

Similarly for TE mode ( E x , H y , H z ), the force can be calculated as: 

 y = 

1 
2 ∮

s 

[ 
1 
2 

( 

μμ0 
|||H y 

|||2 − ε 0 ε 1 ||E x ||2 − μμ0 ||H z ||2 
) 

dz + μμ0 Re 
(
H y H 

∗ 
z 
)
dy 

] 

(6) 

F z = 

1 
2 ∮

s 

[ 
1 
2 

( 

μμ0 ||H z ||2 − ε 0 ε 1 ||E x ||2 − μμ0 
|||H y 

|||2 
) 

dy + μμ0 Re 
(
H 𝑧 H 

∗ 
𝑦 

)
dz 
] 

(7) 

Here S is the contour line of the particle enclosed in the XOZ and YOZ
lanes, for TM and TE polarization, respectively. By integrating the x,
, or z component of forces (FO) over the distance D from the origin of
3 
he coordinate, the trapping potential U can be obtained along different
irections: 

 = − ∫ 𝐹 𝑜 𝑑𝐷 (8)

For 3D particles, the final force is calculated as combination of forces
n all enclosing faces surrounding the particles. In this work, the 3D elec-
romagnetic field distribution of SD-FOT system was firstly calculated
sing a commercial software CST Microwave Studio, with microsphere
resented in different locations and configurations. The force was then
alculated using a post-processing MATLAB code based on above for-
ulations. 

. Results 

.1. Theory of optical fields and forces 

Fig. 2 shows simulated optical fields and forces which explain the
hysics of the dual operation modes in the SD-FOT system. From Fig. 2 a
e can see our tapered fiber tip generates a strong near-field focusing.
hen a 3 μm PS particle was brought close to the fiber, it interacts with

he tip focusing and affects the overall field distribution (see Fig. 2 b).
he corresponding axial trapping force, as shown in Fig. 2 d, reveals that
he 3 μm PS particle can be stably trapped at axial position close to the
ip, and particle experiences pull forces when distance from the tip is
ess than 4 μm. The equilibrium position is about 200 nm away from
he fiber tip. This explains the single fiber trapping mode (mode 1) in
ur setup. Then, when an additional 1 μm PS particle was brought close
o the stably trapped 3 μm PS particle, the near-field pattern further
hanged (see Fig. 2 c). Here, the calculated axial trapping force for the
 μm PS particle doesn’t shown any pull force toward the larger 3 μm
article, but only push force caused by forward scattering (see Fig. 2 e).
herefore, the particles are subjected to gradient forces only in the lat-
ral direction, which can be achieved by adjusting the laser power to
scillate back and forth. To balance this force for stable trapping, we
eed bring in second fiber tip with same design thus a dual-fiber config-
ration. Note we haven’t conducted dual fiber analysis where coherent
eam interference effect may affect the theorical trapping efficiencies.
owever, our current single fiber-based theory can successfully explain

he dual-trapping modes. Beside axial trapping cases, we also calcu-
ated transverse trapping force and potential for the 1 μm PS particle
 Fig. 2c case). The results shown in Fig. 2 (f,g) reveal the stable trans-
erse trapping can be easily obtained and maintained in our dual-mode
rapping system, with maximum lateral trapping force and potential be-
ng reached at the center of the beams. 

.2. Experimental demonstration of SD-FOT dual-mode trapping 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the simultaneous dual-mode trapping of PS mi-
rospheres. A total of three particles were involved. Each fiber tip cap-
urers a 3 μm PS particle (mode 1: single fiber trapping) and then used
or dual-fiber trapping of 1 μm between them. The two fibers are fixed on
n adjustable three-dimensional table. The distance between two colli-
ated fiber probes is 6–20 μm, and the laser power is tuned to 18 mW for

arrying out the linear motion experiment. At the beginning, the middle
S particle is still on the optical axis because of the balanced transverse
radient force and the canceled repulsive scattering force. The moving
rocess of the captured particle from left to right is shown in Fig. 3 (a–e)
ith time, power increase from 0 mW to 3 mW.At t = 2.5 s, the captured
article reached the position of the right microsphere while increasing
he laser power from left fiber. As shown in Fig. 3 (f–i), when the laser
ower outputted from 3 mW to 8 mW.The right-hand fiber is larger, the
article can move back to the left fiber probe again. When two optical
bers are assembled into a microsphere lens by capturing two micro-
pheres separately through a gradient force, the microsphere lenses are
loser together when their focal points coincide at the same position,
hich makes the particles stay stably at the position of the focal point. 
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Fig. 2. Calculated optical fields and forces showing two different trapping mechanisms in the SD-FOT system. (a, b, c) electric intensity field |E|2 distribution for 

the bare fiber tip, with 3 μm PS particle, and with 3 μm and 1 μm PS particles, respectively. (d) Axial force as a function of distance from the tip of the fiber for case 

(b), showing 3 μm PS can be stably trapped. (e) axial force for 1 μm PS particle, showing the particle experiences push force only. (f,g) transverse gradient force and 

corresponding trapping potential for the 1 μm PS particle. 

Fig. 3. Experimental optical microscope image 

of dual-mode trapping and the transfer process, 

the red arrows represent the direction of trans- 

port of the particles. (a) The tapered tip cap- 

tures the particles, ready to control and ma- 

nipulate the intermediate PS particles under 

the condition that the two fibers are axially 

aligned. (b–e) Increasing the laser power of the 

left fiber, the particle is moved towards the 

right fiber by the force. (f–i) Increasing the 

laser power of the right fiber moves the par- 

ticle towards the left fiber under the force of 

the laser. 

4 
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Fig. 4. Position tracking of particle motion as in Fig. 3 . 
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In the experiment, we find the pattern of particle size by varying the
ize of the captured particles and the size of the manipulated particles.
irst, two optical fibers were used to capture 3 μm PS particles to ma-
ipulate 1 μm and 2 μm particles, respectively, and the manipulation
f particles could be achieved under arbitrary power body adjustment.
hen the captured PS particles are greater than or equal to 3 μm, the

osition of the particles will not change when the particles move close
o the tip of the fiber, and it is impossible to explore the imaging char-
cteristics of microsphere-based super-resolution imaging by adjusting
he laser power. Therefore, the experimental purpose can be achieved
nly when the diameter of the first captured particle is larger than that
f the second captured particle. In this process, we employ two tapered
ingle fibers, each of which first captures a microsphere near its tip by
ocus-induced gradient forces, between the two fibers to capture and
anipulate and a third particle. And comparing with the two fibers ma-
ipulating particles without capturing microspheres, it can be found that
he former manipulates particles to stay in a certain position more sta-
ly. 

Fig. 4 shows the tracked position of the middle particle motion as
n Fig. 3 . The movement generally follows a linear relationship which
an be used to estimate the particle velocity (reciprocal of the slope).
ome local variation occurs due to the fluctuation of suspension and
aser scattering, but the trapping remains always stable. The develop
D-FOT system thus offers robust performance in trapping and driving
f the microsphere objects. In our experiments, the middle microsphere
ecomes detached from the light trap due to Brownian motion and the
icrospheres cannot be controlled, it is found when the distance be-

ween the dual fiber reaches about 40 μm and more. 

. Discussion 

In this article, the demonstrated SD-FOT system supports two trap-
ing modes simultaneously, i.e., single-fiber gradient trapping and dual-
ber counter-facing trapping in a single system. Two tapered single
bers were used, with each fiber first captures a single microsphere near

ts tip by focus-induced gradient force; The two fibers (with trapped par-
icles) were then aligned and adjusted to allow additional particles to
e trapped and manipulated in the middle by the dual-fiber scattering
rapping scheme. The converging beam produced by a single fiber (with
rapped particles) will only capture additional particles in the lateral
irection, and each of particle can be used for in-situ experimental ac-
ivity and analysis. The use of optical fibers with microspheres is more
table when manipulating additional particles. Support is provided for
he development of a flexible micromanipulation technique for scan-
ing microsphere super-resolution imaging applications. For example,
e can keep two fiber-trapped particles static, and then introduce dif-

erent sizes of microsphere in between to scan along the optical axis.
n this case, super-resolution imaging performance between static and
5 
canning imaging modes, as well as by different-sized microspheres, can
e studied inside solution in real time. The scanning speed can be con-
rolled by tunning the laser powers. This will greatly speed up the devel-
pment of more advanced microsphere super-resolution imaging system
or studying biological samples. Non-invasive super-resolution imaging
an be achieved by properly developing the imaging properties of the
icrosphere superlens explored in this study. More particles could be

ntroduced within the optical axis which will provide even more effi-
ient parallel imaging capabilities. Therefore, the proposed method has
he potential to non-invasively realize live-cell structural information
cquisition and specific molecule tracking concurrently, which facili-
ates studying rare subcellular events in their cellular environment and
ver a complete life period. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, a dual trapping mode optical fiber trapping system SD-
OT has been demonstrated for effective capturing and manipulation of
ultiple particles in water. Its feasibility was tested through the capture

f three PS particles of different sizes in this study. The linear motion of
he particle between two fiber-trapped microspheres can be controlled
y the laser output power, and the corresponding setup is simpler than
hat for the conventional optical tweezers. The SD-FOT will contribute to
he development of next-generation microsphere-based super-resolution
maging technique and others. 
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